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Parts list 

A 4 ea. Angle Plates 
B 4 ea. Rail Brackets 
C 4 ea. Cams 
D 4 ea. Cam Followers (Beari~g) 

E 16 ea. Bolts 3/8"X 3-1/2" Use existing nuts 
F 8 ea. Bolts 7/16"X 1-1/2" W/Nuts 
G 4 ea. Bolt 7/16"X 1-3/4" (Cam to Cam 
Followers) 
H 4 ea. Bolt 7/16"X 1" (Cam to Angle Plate) 

* All bolts "grade 8" 
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Jacl -up the rear wheels of the coach and secure on jack stands for 
youJ.: safety. 

Remove the wheels and tires. Remove brake drums. Deflate a bags. 
Install angle plate with cam hole in the tOE portion of angle plate. 
Remove 3 of the 4 bolts to the backing plate leaving upper left bolt in 
place, ( so backing plate and shims can't 'move) so as to clear remaining 
bolt. Replace with new bolt, remove upper 1 bolt and rotate angle 
plate so all holes line-up, install the remaining three new bolts us 
the existing nuts. (on the front bogeys this bracket will extend to 
t front with the end pointing toward the frame. On the rear bogeys, 
the angle on the bracket will extend,to the rear with the angle pointing 
towards the frame.) The extra plate attached to two of the bracket is to 
mount the rear sway bar, these brackets go on the rear bogey'~. 
(See figure #1) 

Mount the adjusters and the cam followers using the bolts furnished. 
(use "Lock Tight" on bolt cam to cam follower), On the front bogeys the 
adjusters mount to the forward (front) side of the angle bracket. On the 
rear gogeys, they mount on the back side of the ahgle bracket (to rear) . 

Raise the control arm until the air bag mounting bracket is vertical. 
This position should represent ride height position. 
Now position the rail bracket over the roller with the uster lock 
bolt loose. Place rail bracket against the frame with the top and 
bottom of the bracket even with the frame. The 1 3/4" long end of the 
rail portion will exteL'i up. The cam follower and Portion of cam will 
extend into the rail leaving 1/4" clearance to the back of the rail. 
Locate the mounting bolts posi on by marking the frame through the rail 
tracket holes. Drill 7/16 " holes and secure rails to frame, 
with 1 1/2" bolts. (bolts and nuts furnished.) Caution check ins:ide of 
frame for gas lines, wires or brake lines before drilling 

Re-check all mounting bolts. Now check for proper clearance of cam 
follower mounting bolt heads (clearance 1/4"). Now adjust the cam to a 
neutral position, tighten bolt. (use "Lock Tight" on bolt) . (Neutral 
position -0- clearance on both sides of roller in the rail no 
pressure.) Relocate emergency brake cable brackets (lower 1 1/2") so 
the alignment lock brackets do not rub the brake cable. To do this a new 
holes will be drilled to lower cable. 

Reinstall drums , wheels and tires. Inflate air bags as you lower the 
coach. 




